Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each pair of words and circle the one that describes an action.

1. biscuit  sauté
2. petite  rumba
3. barbecue  vanilla
4. stampede  spaniel

Parent Directions: Have your child read each pair of words and circle the one that can be used to describe a person.

5. blond  alpaca
6. strudel  comrade
7. anchovy  wrangler
8. petite  ricochet

Parent Directions: Have your child choose the word that best completes the sentence and write it on the line.

9. Look out for that ______________ crossing the road ahead of us.
   tango  burrito  armadillo

10. My German grandmother makes the best ______________.
    strudel  wrangler  matador

11. Selena wanted to make a cheese ______________ for her party.
    wiener  fondue  anchovy

12. The ______________ stood in the field and watched us leave.
    pimento  palomino  petite